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25 Most Promising HPE BCS Solution Providers 2016

Prestige Atlantic was recently featured in the CIO Magazine in its 25 Most Promising 

HPE BCS Solution Providers 2016. The APAC CIO Magazine is a well-respected 

thought-leader that connects the enterprise IT community across Asia Pacific. 

It noted Prestige Atlantic Asia’s efforts to ‘fortify company’s current leadership position 

and product in the paper and packaging industry.’  It also quoted our CEO Jeff Lye is 

saying, “Our benefits are intangible – for example speed, accuracy, efficiency, and 

helps businesses save money and time”. 

Quoting Ally Sia, Business Director, the magazine emphasize that the company’s 

“business objective is to equip you with the right technology and innovation to 

streamline your business and manufacturing processes to help you stay ahead.” 

We are grateful to be featured and honoured to be considered in the 25 Most Promis-

ing HPE BCS Solution Providers 2016.

INSTALLING VERTICAL ERP AND HPE BUSINESS 
CRITICAL SERVER FOR PAPER & PACKAGING INDUSTRY

PRESTIGE ATLANTIC 
ASIA SDN BHD

reat Companies are formed because founders want to change the world, but 
not make a fast buck’ is an adage that has proved to be true for mere handful of 
idealistic businesses of today. Though partnership over businesses sounds un-
challenging, but reaching the pinnacle of success is always not as lucrative as 
presented. Only if founding partners have similar outlook and imperativeness 
towards innovation, to a large extent, it can benefit organizations operation, 
followed with success. The prominent exemplification of this proverb is the 
elite Berkshire Hathaway Inc., which is mushrooming due to the fateful part-
nership between management tycoon Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger, for 
over fifty years. This marking partnership has fetched the Company remark-
able success and profits, as well as motivated many other business partners 
to follow the track to innovate out-of-the-box. But, hardly does a partnership 
sustain and excel. An anomaly to this is Jeff Lye and the late Pang’s lusty 
partnership that laid the foundation of Prestige Atlantic Asia Sdn Bhd. Today, 
the Company, which is ISO 9001 certified for quality management in software 
design and development, provides wide spectrum of solutions and services for 
the Paper & Packaging Industry including Project Consultation, ERP custom 
made implementation services, 24/7 support, HP BCS Server system, HPE fi-‘G
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HPE OEM
Reaching Out to ASEAN

We have recently been featured in Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s case study titled: “Prestige Atlantic Asia turns to the HPE 

OEM program to  support expansion.” The article described how we as an ERP solutions provider leverages cross-border 

purchasing and distribution. This allows Prestige Atlantic Asia to deliver its vertical solutions on flexible HPE server platforms 

across Southeast Asia that are configured to address the unique needs of each customer.

 

The case study quoted our CEO, Jeff Lye in saying ““If you select a multi brand strategy to deliver a vertical solution, it 

doesn’t work on a long-term basis. Growing a software company locally and globally requires loyalty and the ability to 

develop close relationships with strategic partners. That’s why we selected HPE over 20 years ago, and we’ve developed 

a strong business relationship as strategic partners.”

We’d like to extend our gratitude to be featured in this case study.
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CCE Southeast Asia Exhibition
Bringing the Industry Together

Prestige Atlantic Asia is thankful for the opportunity to showcase our services and to make contacts with key players around the 

region. We went home with plenty of key learnings and are eager to implement them, in order to better serve our customers.

The supply chain’s demand in this region increasing, hence it is important that players come together on a platform for manufactur-

ers and suppliers to improve their efficiency, expand their operations and be ready to meet the current and future expectations 

and demands of their customers. The exhibition saw displays of equipment from the entire processing chain, including corrugated 

lines, corrugated and carton converting machinery, design and CAD/CAM, printing processes, cutting, creasing and die-cutting 

equipment. Open seminars explored the latest trends and solutions in printing packaging, cutting and supply chain issues.

The CCE South East Asia was held in Bangkok on 21-23 

September 2016. Held at the BITEC, located on one of 

Bangkok’s main freeways serving in the industrial 

estates, it is a regionally renowned exhibition that brings 

together players from the corrugated and carton 

industry. Leading suppliers came together for a show-

case of machinery, accessories and services for the 

production and conversion of corrugated and carton 
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Ee Sin Paper
Reaching New Heights Literally Using Rotomat

Ee Sin Paper Products Ltd is the leading distributor and Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for stationery file and paper 

products. Founded in 1966, the company began business operations in the paper converting industry. Armed with a vision “to 

align with our customers’ values by making their products complete, competitive and carefree”, Ee Sin Paper Products today 

has cemented its name as a leading brand in the industry.

Ee Sin Paper Products’ operations and business dealings are guided by four core mission statements: 

 •  Best distributor to brand principles

 •  Best value contributor to our customers

 •  Best brand choice in partnership

 •  Best friend to environment and community

Handling thousands of products means that Ee Sin Paper needed a retrieval 

process that is fast, accurate and efficient. It needed to optimize procedures, 

increase 

flexibility, lower costs at the same time. To achieve this, the company 

adopted the Rotomat® - a carousel based on the Ferris wheel principle that 

offers up to 60% more storage capacity. It uses available room height and 

creates up to 60% more storage capacity thanks to its compact design. This 

means costly warehousing space can be used more efficiently. With 

Rotomat®, the company can bring required parts to the retrieval area in just 

a few seconds. 

Our Retail Expert integrated their Rotomat®. Retail Expert is a revolutionary 

distribution and retail-end business software for books, stationeries, 

paper-based stationery products, paper bag and educational products, etc. 

It offers a matrix of modules to build a real enterprise distribution solution. With 

this new integration, Ee Sin Paper is able to enjoy the benefits of Rotomat® 

seamlessly.
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PT. Satyamitra Kemas Lestari
Upgrade To Move Up

PT. Satyamitra Kemas Lestari, based at Tangerang, is a packaging manufacturer. A leading name in the corrugating industry, 

the company is committed to innovate and to break new grounds. Founded in 2005, the company currently serves customers 

who are market leaders in various industries such as food and beverage, electronics, furniture, apparels, automotive and house-

holds appliances.

As a satisfied long-time user of the CPS/Enterprise, PT. Satyamitra Kemas Lestari has recently upgraded their system, allowing up 

to 150 users. With this upgrade, it is able to speed up its processes even more. From being able to re-fresh the printer when it 

hangs, to allowing multiple sign-on using the same user ID; from having the ability to print on Microsoft Excel and Word, to being 

able to view report coloured and on larger screens, the upgrade is expected to continue to serve the company’s needs better. 

They are now able to do a quick credit check by selecting their customers’ account range and have the grand total provided. 

Not only that, sales order delivery schedule provides M3 utilization and colour management. Besides that, the company can 

issue sales order, schedule corrugator and do real-time check on paper roll balance availability. 

With this upgrade, PT. Satyamitra Kemas Lestari can expect to improve efficiency more than ever before.
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PT Oriental Asahi JP Carton Box
Making Green Cool Again

PT Oriental Asahi JP Carton Box is a joint venture between Japan Pulp and Paper, and Asahi Shiko KK. Both companies hail from 

Japan. Japan Pulp and Paper is listed in Tokyo Stock Exchange First Section employing over 1,000 employees worldwide. Its 

major activities are importing, exporting, sales and distribution of paper, paper board, pulp, paper related productions, plastics, 

and paper-related machinery. PT Oriental Asahi JP Carton Box (OAJ) is one of the first and modern corrugated packaging 

companies in Jakarta, Indonesia. 

As a responsible company that is environmentally friendly, PT Oriental Asahi JP Carton Box strives to demonstrate its commitment 

towards a greener earth. Hence, it is making the switch to use Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified items by replacing 

non-certified and non-controlled materials. The FSC certification ensures that products come from responsibly managed forests 

that provide environmental, social and economic benefits. Their products bear the FSC logo, giving customers the assurance 

that the product has been made from responsible sources. 

As a responsible global company, how PT Oriental Asahi JP Carton Box conducts their businesses has lasting impact on the 

environment. With this commitment, their customers can rest assured that business does not have to come with an 

environmental cost.
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